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Chapter 12

The Prototype of a Lonely Person
Leonard M. Horowitz, Rit~1dc S. French,
and Craig A. Anderson

The concept of the lonely person is not well defined. Its meaning varies
somewhat from person to person, and people seem to apply different standards when they judge loneliness in themselves and in others. Therefore,
when people say "~I feel lonely," their intended meanings are not precise.
Three people beginning psychotherapy with a complaint of loneliness may
have quite distinct problems in mind: One may be experiencing an awkwardness in initiating social contacts, another may be experiencing deep feelings
of inferiority and inadequacy, a third may be experielH:ing existential feelings of separateness and alienation.
Because of this diversity in meaning, some method is needed that not
only describes the "average" meaning b'ut also allows us to describe variability in people's usage. Our goal in this chapter is to provide such a description. We will deseribe the major features of a lonely person and show
how these features can be organized into a "cognitive structure." This organized set of features will comprise the prototype of a lonely person, which
will describe the "average meaning" of the concept and also allow us to
characterize variability in its usage.

OVERVIEW
Let us begin with five propositions
about loneliness that we shall then develop more fully. The propositions
are organized around IIll' c'JlH:ept of a
prototype, and after the ()verview has been pn:sen!l:d, we ~Iwll systematie<tIly
elaborate each of the propositions
with supporting data.
The research reported in this chapter was supported in part by funds from the IhJys
Town Center for the Study of Youth Development at Stanford University" However, the
opinions expressed and the policies advocated herein do not IH:l'ess:llily relke" Ihme of
Boys Town.
We would like to express Our gratitude to Jean Amrhein. David Grandin, lit-is\' lal11son.
Jeffrey Lapid. and Kathryn Tuder for thcir help 11\thI.' collec"tion and analysis (11 Ihl' cia!;!.
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The Lonely Person as a Prototype
First, we propose thar a lonely person should not be conceptualized in terms
of a traditional trair ror type, but rather in terms of the more contemporary
concept of a "fuzzy set." This more modern conception can be used to describe a theoretically ideal "lonely person," or prototype, a standard against
which real people can be evaluated, We know that lonely people in general
feel cut off from others and unable to connect socially, but other characteristic feelings, thoughts, and behavior need to be examined that also contribute to the experience of loneliness and to different people's conceptions
of a lonely person. We shall also ask whether lonely people and nonlonely
pel~ple produce the same prototype when they describe their conceptions of
a lonely person,
The Prototy'pe and Judgments of Loneliness
Second, we propose that disagreements about loneliness (and unreliability
in ududgingloneliness) can be clarified through the concept of a prototype,
If a person is described by many prototypic features, then the person is
easily judged to be Jonely and different observers agree with each other
about the loneliness. But disagreement (and lower reliability) seem to arise
when the description of the person contains fewer prototypic features. We
shall present empiric al data to show that judges perceive an individual as
lonelier-and
agree with each other more-when
the person is described
by many prototypic features.
Relation Between Loneliness and Depression
Third, we propose that the prototype of a lonely person is itself nested
within the prototype of a depressed person, That is, the major features of a
lonely person are a subset of those of a depressed person, This relationship
implies that it is more probable for a lonely person to complain of feeling
depressed than for a depressed person to complain of feeling lonely.
Loneliness and Interpersonal Problems
\.
1
Fourth, we propose that a symptom like loneliness implies specific interpersonal problems that are included in the prototype, Indeed the adjective
"lonely" is part of a duster of adjectives that seem to correspond to a cluster
of interpersonal problems over socializing, We shall therefore examine the
correspondence between these two classes of psychiatric complaint in an
effort to articulate the interpersonal problems of people who feel lonely.
We shall also consider misleading similarities that can xixist between adjec-
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tives like "lonely" and "passive" that have very different interpersonal
behavioral origins.
The Meaning of "I Can't" in Interpersonal
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Fifth, we propose that interpersonal problems that are part of the prototype
of a lonely person reflect a lack of interpersonal competence, Interpersonal
problems often take the general form "I can't (do something interpersonal),"
yet the phrase "I can't" is ambiguous, At times, "I can't" denotes a lack
of competence, but at other times it denotes an inhibition over behaving in
some way that means "I can't bring myself to." Ho\wever, certain features
of the prototype suggest that the lonely person's problems involve alack
of competence. If this interpretation is correct, then two consequences
should follow, The person should attribute interpersonal failures to a lack
of ability, and second, a lack of ability should be evident from the person's
performance on a task of interpersonal ability, Data will be presented th:.H
support both of these hypotheses,
Let us now tUrn to the concept of a prototype as applied to these propositions about loneliness,

THE LONELY

PERSON AS A PROTOTYPE

Recent research in cognitiwe psychology has focused on the "prototype" af
a way of defining a concept or category. A prototype is a theoretical notion\
consisting of the most common features or properties of members of
l
category, AIl of these properties characterize at least some members, bl :
actual practice, no one property is either necessary or sufficient for m!;..bership in that category,
At one time it was fashionable to define a category in terms of a discrete
set of features that were individually necessary and jointly sufficient. 'Be
category "girls," for example, was defined by a set of critical features like:
+animate, +human, +young, alale.
Each feature was considered J'eccssary, and together the features were sufficient for classifying any object !!l
a member of the category or not.
In more recent years, however, psychologists have come to view certain
important categories in more probabilistic terms. Members of the category
"birds," for example, share many properties with each other: some birds
are alike in being small, others are alike in being colorful, still others are
alike in producing sweet songs. We could list all the featu.resthat.people
cite most often when they describe birds, and the compositeof
the most
frequent features would define a kind of theoretical ideal, the ,prototype, No
actual bird would have all these features, and very few features would apply
to all birds, However, in practice, some birds have more features than others.
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and a bird with a large number of these features (or the more important
ones) would generally be a good example of that category, while a bird with
fewer (or less important) features would be a poorer example. Thus a
sparrow (which has mally features) is a good or prototypic example, while
a penguin (which has fewer features) is a poorer or less prototypic example;
an owl (with its intermediate number of features) is an intermediate example (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976). Concepts
from the literature of personality and psychotherapy have also been subjected to this kind of analysis (Cantor & Mischel, 1979; 1979; Cantor,
Smith, French, & Mezzich, 1980). In the work described below, we adapted
procedures of these st udies to examine the concept of the "lonely person."
Forty introductory psychology students at Stanford University were selected on the basis of their scores on the UCLA Loneliness Scale; 13 had
obtained high scores (51 to 71), 14 had obtained moderate scores (36 to
41 ). and 13 had obtained low scores (22 to 28). First, these subjects were
asked to think of the best example they could of a person that they knew
to be lonely; they were also asked to state the approximate age and sex of
the person they were describing. Then they were asked to describe the person-to write down the person's most usual feelings, thoughts, and be- .
havior. The writers were encouraged to be as specific as they wished and to
feel free to include descriptive statements, even if the statements could not
be easily labeled as a feeling. thought, or behavior. They spent about half
an hour describing the person's feelings, thoughts, and behavior.
It is interesting to note that I I of the 13 lonely subjects described lonely
people who were of the same sex and age as themselvs, while subjects of
the other two groups were about equally divided in this respect (6 of 14 for
the moderate subjects and 6 of 13 for the non lonely subjects); X2 (2)
=
5.82, p < 6.6. Thus the lonely subjects more often described someone very
much like themselves (perhaps themselves), while the other subjects more
often described grandmothers, divorced parents, and other acquaintances.
Each subject's description was typed and then submitted to a panel of
three judges. Each judge independently tabulated every feature, and the
judges met to discuss the featuJreS they had identified. The group's consensus
was then recorded to obtain separately for each group a final listing and
frequency count for subjects in that group.
The three groups of subjects did not differ from each other in the number
or nature of identified features. Therefore features from all 40 subjects were
combined to derive a more stable summary. Features that had been supplied by 20% or more of the subjects (i.e., eight or more subjects) formed
the final prototype. Eighteen features met this criterion. The most common
features (and their relative frequencies) were: "avoids social contact and
isolates self from others" (.55), "feels depressed" (.45), "thinks [l want a
friend]" (.45). There were more feelings than thoughts or kinds of behavior in the prototype, and the most salient feelings. were interpersonal
ones (e.g., rejected, angry, isolated, inferior).
~
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In order to determine the cognitive organization of the features of the lonely
person, we performed a hierarchical clustering procedure (Johnson, 1967).
In this procedure, 50 subjects were each given a stack of 18 cards that contained the 18 features, one to a card. The subjects were asked to sort the cards
into categories, showing which features seemed to go together. We then
computed a matrix showing how often each feature was categorized together
with each other feature.
This matrix of proportions was then subjected to a hierarchical clustering
procedure (Everitt, 1974: Johnson, 1967). The method identified major
clusters within the set of features. The resulting clusters are shown in Figure
12.1. Features that are enclosed in the innermost rectangles were the most
tightly clustered. As the rectangles become larger, the denoted cluster is
weaker. The figure also shows the criterion for each cluster, that is, the proportion of subjects who placed the features in a common category.
These results showed that the features of the lonely person can be grouped
into three major sets. The largest describes thoughts and feelings of being
separated from other people, isolated, different, unloved, inferior. A second
(smaller) set includes lonely people's actions that bring about this resultavoiding social contacts, isolating themselves from others. A third set concerns
paranoid feelings, including feeling angry and depressed. In the clinical
literature, a dimension ranging from depression to paranoia has been postulated
(Schwartz, 1964), and it is interesting to observe that such a grouping has
been captured by our empirical methods.

.

THE PROTOTYPE

AND JUDGMENTS

OF LONELINESS

According to our hypothesis, a person who possesses many features of th'
prototypic lonely person should be a better example of a lonely person than
one who possesses fewer features. We expected such people to be seen as
lonelier by naive raters. We therefore examined the original essays describing
the lonely people in order to identify essays that contained one or two prototypic features, five or six prototypic features, or nine or 10 prototypic features.
For each of these subsets, we randomly selected three essays-one written by 4i
lonely person, one written by a not lonely person, and one written by :aD
intermediate person. (The word "lonely" did not appear explicitly in. any II
the essays.) The resulting nine essays each described a lonely person, bf:It
those with one or two prototypic features, did so through many idiosyncratic
features that had not achieved prototype status.
Sets of three essays were presented to 39 naive subjects, students ina class
in introductory psychology at Stanford University. The order of essays was
varied systematically across subjects. The subjects were asked to read each
essay and make several judgments. First, the subject was askedto atatethe
person along various dimensions-how
likeable the person seemed, how
depressed, how angry, how lonely, and how superior and inferior to others
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b

Feels isolated
Feels excluded lorm activities, not
part 01 a group

a

Thinks "I am different from everybody
else"
Thinks "I don't fit in; I am alienated
from others"

c
Feels unloved, not cared lor
c

Thinks

want a friend"
"'
Thinks "I don't know how to make friends"

c

Feels inferior, worthless, inadequate
Thinks "Something is wrong with me; I
am inferior:
e

Feels paranoid
Feels angry
Feels depressed
I

Feels sad, unhappy

~

a
d

Avoids social contacts; isolates
self from others
Works (or studies) hard and lor
lorg hours
Is quiet, reserved, introspective

Figure 12.1. Prototype of a lonely person. Strength of cluster:
0;0;.70; (c) 0;0;.50; (d) 0;0;.30; (e) 101010.

aDd Depression
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b

Thinks "Other people don't like me"

Loneliness

following adjectives: hostile, happy, introverted, uncomfortable, sensitive,
clownish, easygoing, competitive, selfish, disturbed, arrogant, resentful,
lonely, aggressive, shy, ineffective, mean, vulnerable, needy, ambitious, selfcentered, anxious, depressed, angry.
We were especially interested in the subjects' ratings of the person's loneliness, Our results showed that these ratings varied significantly with the number
of prototypic features; F (2,76) = 5.09, p <.01. For essays with one or two
features, the mean rating was 3.79; for essays with five or six features, the
mean was 4.00; for essays with nine or 10 features, the mean was 4.47. This
difference was also reflected by another measure, the proportion of times a
subject rated the person's loneliness as 4 or higher. These proportions for the
11.3,
three groups of essays were 4,4, 9,9, and 595 respectively; X2 (2)
p <.005.
We also examined the subjects' choice of adjectives for describing the
person. The most commonly chosen adjective was "lonely," selected 868 of the
time. The next most common choices and their relative frequencies were
"introverted" (.49) and "depressed" (.46). Adjectives like hostile, happy,
clovnish, easy-going, aggressive, mean, and angry were rarely or never
selected.
Furthermore, the probability of these three most popular descriptions
increased as the number of prototypic features increased. "Lonely" was
selected for the three sets (1 ,2, 5-6, and 9-] 0 features) with the following
relative frequencies: 22, 1,1, and 9;9; "introverted," 8,8, 8,8, and 1;1; and
"depressed," 7,7, 2,2, and 8.8. In all cases the increase was significant; aU
X2 (2) ~ 11.9, p < 0505.
Thus the more prototypic features the essay contained, the greater the
probability that the person was described as 10nely. These essays of Course~,
were all intended as descriptions of some lonely person, a good exampl
a
lonely person that the writer knew. However, the essays i'ere not all "dJ ,nosed" as lonely by the judges with equal probabilities. The probability of
the diagnosis "10nely" was highest only when the description contained nine
or ten prototypic features.

d

Feels separate lrom others, dillerent

Between

RELATION

LONELINESS

AND DEPRESSION

A similar analysis has been applied to the concept of a depressed persons
We asked 40 subjects to describe someone they knew to be depressed, and ;.
the same way, we obtained the most common features of a depressed person..
These features were far more numerous than those of a lonely person; appr.oximately 40 features occurred with a probability of 020 or more.These features
were also subjected to a hierarchical clustering procedure that 'yielded ,the
results shown in Figure] 2.2. The "depressed person" is a broader, more
variegated concept that includes various subsets of features--feeling unenergetic, feeling pessimistic, eating too much, and so on.

c
d

(a) 0;0;.90;

BETWEEN

(b)

the person seemed to feel. These ratings were made along a 5-point scale;
loneliness, for example, was rated along a scale from I ("not lonely") to 5
("very lonely"). Then the subject examined a list of 24 adjectives, selecting
the five adjectives that best characterized the person. The list included the
I
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Feels helpless, ineffective
Thinks"

Feels sleepy, tired, unenergetic
Feels unmotivated. lacks initiative
Lacks energy, has trouble gelling
anything productive done

I am inferior

"
Feels inferior, worthless, inadequate
Thinks ~'I am inferior; I lack worth
and ability"

a

Sleeps a lot

a

b

b
Drinks alcohol as an escape
Eats too much

Feels self-pity

i

-,

e;

Thinks "I'm unattractive (ugly,
fat. unappealing. sloppy)
I

Feels lonely
Feels hOpeless, pessimistic

Feels alone, different
else
Feels isolated

Has a pessimistic attitude,
expects the worst

from everyone

Thinks "No one understands
d.

e

Feels unloved, not cared for
Thinks "No one really loves me"

a
b

easily angered

Feels paranoid, doesn'ttrust

others

ISagainst me"

to ins,gn'ficant

AVOi:dssocial contacts,
self tram others

isolates

Is quiet, doesn't speak much
Is "out of it," seems to be in
another world

Feels nervous, anx.ous, afraid
o.erreacts

things

Is self-involved,

preoccupied

c.

d

Feels frustrated
Feels overwhelmed,
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judge to categorize a person into category c with a probability p. Because of
the nesting, any individual with m features of the lonely prototype must
possess m features of the depressed prototype as well. Thus the probability
should be relatively high that a person labeled lonely would also be labeled
depressed. However, a person who possesses m' features of the depressed
prototype would not necessarily be labeled lonely, since there are many subsets
of depressed features that are not part of the lonely prototype. Therefore, the
probability should be relatively lower that a person labeled depressed would
also be labeled lonely. Indeed our data showed that the probability was 5.4
that a lonely person was described as depressed, while the probablity was only
929 that a depressed person was described as lonely; this difference, however,
needs to be cross-validated on an independent sample of subjects.

LONELINESS

me"

j

Thinks "Everyone

Problems

b

Thinks of committing suicide
Thinks "Life is meaningless,
not worth living"

Feels angry
Is quICk-tempered,

aDd Interpenonal

Doesn't laugh, smile, have fun

can't cope

Feels like crying
Cries easily
Feels sad, unhappy
Thinks "I am unhappy"
Looks sad
d

Figure 12.2. Prototype of a depressed person. Strength of cluster:
(b) 00;.70; (C) ,31-.50; (d) 00;.30; (e) 0.0..10.

"

(a) 0;0;.90;

Furthermore, the 18 feaiures of the lonely person are almost entirely subsumed within those of the depressed prototype. In other words, the lonely
prototype is nested within the depressed prototype. To know that a person
is lonely is to know that the person possesses some major features of depression. The converse, however, is not true. Knowing that a person is depressed
does not necessarily imply that the person possesses features of being lonely.
There are other routes to depression besides the lonely route.
To be more precise, let us assume that m features of a prototype lead a

AND INTERPERSONAL

PROBLEMS

Features of the prototype of a lonely person, like all psychiatric complains,
fall into several conceptually distinct categories, If we examine psychiatric
complaints that bring people to psychotherapy, we observe qualitatively dfferent kinds of problems. One class consists of symptoms (typically selfdescriptive adjectives), like feeling depressed, lonely, paranoid, or tense.
Another consists of self-defeating perceptions, often about the self. such ais
"Something is wrong with me," "I am a failure," and "I am an ungiving
person." Still another consists of specific behavioral disabilities, typically interpersonal, such as "I can't seem to make friends," or "I find it hard to say 'ro'
to my friends."
We would like to know how these categories of complaints are j
d.
Does the symptom "Ioneliness" correspond to any particular set of I. (personal problems? If so, are they included among the prototypic featurcsof
a lonely person? The following section shows a way to relate self-descriptive
adjectives to interpersonal problems. One previous study has shown that interpersonal problems can be arranged in a three-dimensional semantic space,
and another study has shown that self-descriptive adjectives can also be arrang'cd
in a three-dimensional semantic space, Furthermore, these two Spaces have
similar dimensions that correspond in meaning. In addition, particular clusters
of interpersonal problems in one space correspond in meaning to particular
clusters of adjectives in the other space. Because of these correspondences K
has been possible to. relate particular adjectives to particular interpersonal
problems. The details are presented below.
In a previous study (Horowitz, 1979) we examined interpersonal problems
that began "I can't (do something interpersonal)." Through ,a multidimensional scaling we found that the problem behaviors varied alongthree
underlying dimensions. One of these dimensions, a dimensionof friendliness,
ranged from hostile to friendly; another, a control dimension, expressed the
degree of control exerted over the other person; a third, a dimension of
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involvement, expressed the degree of psychological involvement with the other
person. These dimensions corresponded to similar dimensions proposed by
earlier investigators (Benjamin, 1974, 1977; Osgood, 1970; Wish, Deutsch &
Kaplan, 1976).
The problematic interpersonal behavior was also organized into thematic
clusters (intimacy, aggression, independence, socializing, compliance) that
occupied different regions of the three-dimensional space. The major clusters
of interpersonal problems are listed in Table 12.1 with examples. The probTable 12.1,

Examples

of Problem

Statements

in the Form

It's hard for me to

...

NOT BE AGGRESSIVE. "I . . .
get annoyed by other people too easily.
talk back to other people too much.
criticize other people too much.
put too much pressure on other people.
BE INTIMA TE. "It's hard for me to . . .
commit myself to another person.
trust other people.
tell personal things to other people.
love another person.
BE AGGRESSIVE.
"It's hard for me to. . .
tell another person that I have a different opinion.
say "no" to other people.
make demands of other people.
criticize other people.
BE INDEPENDENT.
"It's hard for me to . . .
end a relationship when I want to.
"make it" without other people.
do as I please without feeling guilty toward other people.
go OUt to do my work and leave the other person at home alone.
BE SOCIABLE.
"It's hard for me to . . .
have fun at parties.
telephone other people and arrange to get together with them.
join in on groups.
make friends in a simple, natural way.
NOT BE COMPLIANT.
"I...
let myself be persuaded by other people too easily.
find myself joking and clowning around too much to get
other people to like me.
care too much about otber people's reactions.
always act like a helplesst'little child in front of others.

lems in a thematic group were also described in terms of their threedimensional location. For example, problems in being intimate reflected
behavioral difficulties in being (a) friendly, (b) subjectively involved with
the other person, but (c) uncontrolling. Problems in socializing were similar
but reflected less subjective involvement with the other person.
We then wanted to determine how these interpersonal behavior problems
~
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are related to self-descriptive adjectives. If a person reports feeling lonely,
can we make any inference as to his or her probable interpersonal problems?
To clarify the relationship, we proposed (Horowitz & Post, 1980) that a
statement like "I am depressed" or "I am lonely" be regarded as an abstraction that summarizes a set of more specific thoughts, feelings and behavior,
like those listed in the corresponding prototype. Some of these thoughts,
feelings, and behavior are themselves abstract summaries of still more specific
observations about the self, including observations of particular interpersonal
problems. Thus an original statement like "I am depressed" is regarded as an
abstraction that can be expanded into increasingly specific thoughts, feelings,
and behavior.
Therefore, when a person reports being depressed, an interviewer must
unravel the meaning of the complaint by asking the person to tell more about
being depressed. There is no sure way for the interviewer to help the person
become less depressed other than to probe into the meaning (for that personr)
of being depressed, since one person's depression contains different ingredients
from another person's depression. Figure 12.3 illustrates a hypothetical set of
responses to the probe. This hypothetical person describes feeling lonely and
unloved. The interviewer then probes further, and the person expands on each
of these perceptions. Eventually "1 feel lonely" is reduced to difficulties in
making friends, participating in groups, relaxing on a date, and the like.
Successive probes eventually lead the person to describe specific interpersonal problems, which are then treated by psychotherapy. The interpersonal
problems are thus pivotal-a kind of bottom line-in articulating the superordinate perceptions, since they explain why the person feels depres' d,
inferior, unloved, and lonely. In our view, many common symptoms and selfobservations can be reduced in this way to forms that include signifi,. nt
interpersonal problems.
If self-descriptive adjectives are abstract summaries of interpersonal prob
lems, then we might expect those adjectives to vary along a similar set of
three dimensions and fall into clusters comparable to those of the interpersonal
behavior. Horowitz and Post (1980) studied the self-descriptive adjectives tha:t
occurred in psychiatric interviews of people about to undergo psychotherapy.
These adjectives were subjected to a multidimensional scaling procedure ad
to a hierarchical clustering procedure like that described for interpersonal
problems. The results showed that the adjectives did vary in three dimensions
that were comparable to those found for problematic interpersonal behavior.
Furthermore, the adjective clusters appeared to correspond to the clustc5 of
interpersonal behavior'. For example, one major adjective cluster included
such words as: lonely, introverted, inward, isolated, alone" separate. withdrawn, shy, and timid. This cluster occupied a region of the thrce-dimensiMa1
space comparable to that occupied previously by the problems ofsocializing
(Horowitz, 1979).
To establish the correspondence more directly, we asked lonely people
about their major interpersonal problems (Horowitz & French, 1979). We
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I can't make friends

I can't be friendly and sociable
with others

I can't relax on a date

and Interpersonal

Table

12.2,

Problems

of Inhibited

Sociability
PTL,/Jability of beillg
all/ollg top /i1'1!problems

Problem: I ,find ir hard to

in groups

can't say "no" to my friends

i can't help presenting myself as
an inept little child

I can't disagree with my wife

I can't make demands of my secretary

I can't criticize my subordinates

-

I can't compete with my co worken;

Figure

12.3.

Hypotheticai

set of responses to probes in the form of "Tell me

about. . . ."
administered the UCLA Loneliness Scale to undergraduate students at Stanford University and identified individuals who described themselves as lonely.
We then administered a deck of 100 cards describing interpersonal problems
drawn from Horowitz (1979). Each subject arr'lnged th,c cards by the Q sort
technique into nine categories, from Category 1 ("least familiar as a problem
t
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of mine") to Category 9 ("most familiar as a problem of mine"),
We then determined which problems the subjects most often placed among:
their top problems, The most common type of problem for the lonely subjects:
were those describing difficulties in socializing, This category contained 13:
different problems, which are shown in Table 12.2. We recorded the mean

\,

I can't participate

Problems

...

make friends in a simple, natural way.
introduce myself to O(s) at parties.
make phone calls to 0 to initiate
social activity.
participate in groups.
get pleasure out of a party.
get into the swing of a party.
relax on a dale and enjoy myself.
be friendly and sociable wilh O.
parlicipate in playing games with O.
get buddy-buddy wilh O.
entertain 0 at my home.
get along wilh O.
extend myself to accept O's friendship.

Lollely

Not IOllery

Mea" category
placemellt
Lollely

Not lolldy

.28
.24

.00
.18

6.16
6.36

2.84
5.84

.20
.16
.16
.J2
.12
.u8
.(j4
.04
.Ou
.ot)
.00

.02
.04
.02
.07
.00
.00
.02
.00
.04
.02
.00

6.12
5.12
5.64
6.00
5.84
5.36
5.04
5.64
4.84
6.08
4.48

4.1'6
4-'0
4M
4.m
316
3.78
4.49
4,93
4.56
5M
3;'3;

number of times that each of these problems was placed in Category' by
lonely and not-lonely subjects. The results in Table 12.2 showed t1;~t "Jntiy
people suffered significantly more often from problems of this type,
We also recorded the number of the category into which each probj,m or
socializing was placed and averaged the category placements. As shov'lI in
Table 12.2, lonely subjects, on the average, placed every problem of SDlfalizing into a higher category. Thus lonely people can be characterized
'bl a
greater prominence of problems of socializing; however, other grouTtSof
problems, such as problems with intimacy, did not discriminate between 2f11ely
and not-lonely subjects. It is also worth noting that one problem of Qillizing does occur frequently enough to appear as a feature of the lonely pr~pe,
namely, "I find it hard to make friends in a simple, natural way." This pmti~m
was the single most frequent problem in Table 12.2.
These results sl!ggest that adjectives like "lonely" do have a naeaoil'{J;
similar to that of problems of socializing. Other correspondences lJdwee'ft
adjective clusters and behavior clusters were also found. However, we.c::anno't
claim that simple relationships translate adjectives into problem ~.
Suppose a problematic behavior (e.g., telephoning a potefltial friend) hai tbe
coordinates XII,YR,Zn in the behavior space, and suppose some corresp.lmding
adjective, like lonely, has the coordinates XA. YA, Z.\ in the adjective $pace.
We might expect corresponding coordinates of the two sets to bear a systernatic
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contrast: If the problematic behavior connotes friendliness, for example, we
might expect the self-descriptive adjective to connote unfriendliness.
However, a person who has difficulty acting friendly might behave in a
neutral rather than in an unfriendly way. Thus, while people who have
difficulty socializing do describe themselves as lonely, the adjective "lonely"
connotes non friendliness, not unfriendliness. (This is one way in which a
lonely person's behavior can be misunderstood.) Furthermore, the dimensions
of contrast are not the same for all clusters of adjectives, so two clusters of
adjectives in the three-dimensional space would not necessarily maintain the
same interclllster distances that had held for the corresponding interpersonal
behaviors.
For these reasons, we cannot state a simple relationship between coordinates of the adjectives and corresponding coordinates of the problem behaviors. As a result, two different adjectives can be closer in meaning to each
other (in the adjective space) than the corresponding behavioral problems
had been (in the behavior space). Indeed two behavioral clusters might be
quite far apart in the behavioral space-for example, socializing and behaving
independently-but
the corresponding clusters of adjectives might be much
closer together and seem rather similar. For example, a word like "Ionely" and
a word like "passive" seem to have quite different behavioral origins; probJems of socializing for the one, problems of being assertive and independent
for the other. Yet as adjectives, they seem fairly similar. These two adjcctive
clusters were in fact quite close together, and their proximity might cause a
lonely person to be viewed (incorrectly) as passive; in that case, problems of
so-.::ializingmight be confused with problems of being assertive and independent. Thus it is particularly important to determine the precise meaning of
self-descriptive adjectives in terms of particular interpersonal problems, or else
we may misunderstand the person's problems.

THE MEANING

OF "I CAN"P' IN INTERPERSONAL
I

PROBLEMS

To know that a lonely person "finds it hard to make friends" is useful for
clarifying the meaning of' "lonely," but another ambiguity arises over the
wording of the interpersonal problem.
Expressions like "I find it hard to" and "I can't" are characteristic ways of
introducing an interperso11al problem, but they are actually ambiguous. Sometimes they denote a lack of competence, meaning "I don't know how to" (e.g.,
"I can't swim"). At other times they denote an inhibition against executing
the desired behavior: The speaker has the necessary skill, but a self-restraint
checks the behavior, and "I can't" has the meaning "I can't bring myself to."
At still other times "I can't" reflects the interfering effects of situational
anxiety, masking the competence that would otherwise manifest itself.
We therefore need to understand the intended m~aning of the problem
statement if we are to formulate a proper treatment strategy. If the lonely
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person's problems imply a lack of competence over socializing, then an
appropriate treatment should provide the person with relative skills. If the
problems reflect an inhibition, then the treatment should clarify the conflict,
reduce whatever conditions had caused the inhibition (e.g., guilt), and help
the person choose freely among response options. And if the problems reflect
the interfering effects of anxiety, then the treatment should desensitize the
person to anxiety.
The top-rated problem "I find it hard to make friends in a simple, natural
way" was the only problem that was frequent enough to achieve prototype
status; it occurred in the prototypic thought "I don't know how to make
friends." This prototypic thought implies that the lonely person's problem,
reflects a lack of know-how, a lack of competence. If this interpretation is
correct, then two consequences should follow. First, when lonely people explain their failures in social situations, their account of what went wrol1<~:
should reflect their lack of know-how. In the language of attributional theories.
their attributional

style should

draw particularly

upon ability

attributiOfts

h

.

explain failures in interpersonal situations (see, for example, Peplau, R~fsseJ'
& Heim, 1979). Second, the observation that they lack ability in interpetJso,~:: :
situations should be valid. When their competence is assessed, even for ,t;enigr;
social situations. their performance should be poorer. In the following sedio"S
we examine and test these hypotheses.
,

The Attributional

Style of Lonely People

First, we composed 22 descriptions of situations that could end either ins,::cess or failure, situations in which college students might find themSIY"c.
Some of these situations described interpersonal activities (e.g., attend,,:;
party for new students) and others described noninterpersonal actio,
(~.f...",
working a crossword puzzle). To validate the interpersonal versus,
in...;;'persona! distinction, we asked 20 judges to read each situation and tatll1 CHi
a 9-point scale, ranging from I ("not at all interpersonal") to 9 ("vecy'nterpersonal"). The mean rating of the interpersonal situations ranged frmJ,1f.2:i
to 8.05, while the mean rating of the noninterpersonal situations ralOgedfrom
1.70 to 4.15.
Ten situations (five interpersonal and five noninterpersonal) were ~cted
to form a questionnaire. Each situation was written in two fornu. One
described an outcome of success, the other described an outcome <offiiJue,
making 20 situations altogether-five
of interpersonal success, five cfirlt:rpersonal failure, five of non interpersonal success, and five of nonint.erpt801111
failure.
Six alternative reasons (or attributions) for the outcome were o1f6d'lot
each situation. These reasons, which were the most frequent n~spomC5'ihm
the subjects produced during a pretest, can be classified as :follows: (l)'tbe
effort attribution explained the outcome in terms of how hard the person'had
tried; (2) the ability attribution explained the outcome in terms of the penon's
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competence
(or lack of competence);
(3) the personality trait attribution
e:lplained the outcome in terms of some pervasive characteristic of the person
other than ability; (4) the strategy attribution explained the outcome in terms
of the person's particular approach, tactic, or method; (5) the mood art ributien explained the outcome in terms of a transitory mood state; and (6) the
()i;;cr circumsta/1ce~' attribution explained the outcome in terms of any remain-

You
frc::nds.
1.
~.
~.
~.
).
',).

have just attended

a party

for new students

I did not try veiy hard tl) meet new people.
I am not gc)od 3.t meeting people at parties.
I do not have the personality traits necessary
I used the wrong strategy to meet people.
I was nO[ in the right mood for meeting
Other circumstances

(people,

sitUations,

etc.)

...
..
.E

;2
"0
1:1
(II

in; external circumstances
beyond the person's control.
Here is an example of an interpersonal failure item,

t1
..

and failed

to make

<111'.new

*
""'OO,...,<'I-VI
\o",,-vo\.
C'i"';

<:)
'"

~.;'~
c ::
II
~ ~ <;
..:::

t~

~

" ~

<:<:

I

new people.

new people.
produced

this outcome.

The subjects were asked to imagine themselves in each situation and to
CCIsider each possible reason that might explain why the situation had turned
oc as it did. They were asked to rate each reason to show how mlll.:h, in
the ir experience, it would have contributed toward the outcome if it had
h<l=,pened to them. A. 7-point rating scale accompanied each altern~'i!ive:
"1" meant that that reason contributed little to the outcome, "7" meant
tILt it contributed much. In addition, the subjects were asked to circle the
or.:: reason that best explained the outcome.
The questionnaire was administered to 298 students in an introductOry
pS'.chology clas~ at Stanford University, These students also completed the
L"CLA Loneliness Scale and the Beck Depression Inventory.
The subjects were categorized into five groups on the basis of their loneliness scores, with approximately 60 subjects in each group. One-way
an.ilyscs of variance were performed on the importance ratings for aach
att.:ibutional factOr. Table] 2.3 shows the results of a priori contrasts, comparing the two extreme group!>. (The lonely group had loneliness scores of
50 and above; the nonlonely group had scores of 30 and below.)
Table 12.3 shows that lonely and nonlonely subjects differed primarily in
their use of ability and trait attributions. Lonely people attributed interpersonal failures to a lack, of ability and to personal traits more than nonlondy people did. The opgositc was true for interpersonal successes, where
loltdy people did not attribute, success to these factors as often as nonlonely
people. On noninterpcrsonal situations, however, the two groups did not
ditf.;;:r very much.
Previous researchers have suggested that depressed and lonely people do
not as readily attribute failures to factors like strategy and effort, that is,
to unstable, controllable factors (see, for example, Anderson & Jennings,
]980; Seligman, Abramson & Semmel, 1979; Weiner, ]979). Although some
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differences in Table 12.3 supported that hypothesis, those differences wae
much weaker than the differences for ability and trait attributions."
Table 12.4 presents the results of the forced choice attributions, showing
the proportion of times that each reason was selected as the single best
reason for explaining the outcome. Again the differences were significant
only for the interpersonal situations shown in Table 12.4. As with the importance ratings. lonely people attributed their interpersonal failures to a
lack of ability more than nonlonely people did. Furthermore, they did not
attribute their interpersonal successes to ability as often. A similar pattern
oc.::urred for the use d personal traits, though the difference for interpersonal
suc.::esses did not rea.::h statistical significance.
The forced choice data also showed which attributions were avoided by
londy people. Among the four remaining reasons, lonely people did not
attribute failures to lhe strategy choice as often a~ nonlonely people did.
Furthermore, when asked to explain their successes, lonely people seemed
to be at a loss and chose "other circumstances" more often as their explanation.
Table

12.4.

Re"::'.lon
c'
Ca;.se
Ability
Tra.it
Str;:aegy
Effort
Mood
Other
G

Forced Choice Attributions of the Causes of Interpersonal
Success and
Failure: Proportion
of Times Each Reason Was Selected as the 'fain
Caus.e a
InterpersOlwl slIcce.u
/!;rerpersollal failllre

Lonely
65
n

Noli
:(Indy
56
r.

=

t

.27
.10
.14
.17
.21
.12

.05
.oJ
.26
.24
.28
.17

6.57'"
4.21 *'"
2.84*
1.17
1.76
1.23

=

Pooled variance

Lonely
11

= 65
.09
.04
.12
.26
.26
.22

Noli
lonely
11

= 56
.20
.07
.16
.26
.25
.06

estimc.tes from llll 5 groups were used in all t tests, df

3.11"
1.2~
1.09
.09
1.30

4.81 **

= 293.

*p < 5,5, two-tailed
up < 0000,two-tailed
Since the subjects had also completed the Beck Depression Inventory, we analyzed the
*
dar.a using depression scores in, "lace of the loneliness scores. The value of r between the
two sets of scores was 858 (p <.001), so the results for depression were practically
identical to those for loneliness. Depressed subjects, like lonely subjects, differed from
noDdepressed (and nonlonely) subjects in ascribing interpersonal failures to their lack
of ability and personal !f"ai1s; they did not differ, however, in their attributions for nonint<:rpcrsonal failuces. Since the experimental literature on depression and learned helplessness has often celieJ on noninterpersonal
experimental tasks (e.g., anagram solving),
it seems unlikely that a depressed person's attributional
style per se would produce the
obsened performance J.:x:rement.
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These results show that interpersonal situations playa salient role in the
lonely person's dilemma. Put simply, lonely people believe that they are
interpersonally less competent. This attributional style clarifies their feeling
of inferiority: they attribute interpersonal failures to social ineptness and
do not believe, as nonlonely people do, that interpersonal failures reflect
temporary conditions that can be remedied by trying harder or by trying
other strategies. Moreover, people who regard themselves as interpersonally
incompetent would come to feel that there is no use in trying. The person
would thus give up more easily or, if possible, avoid interpersonal situations.
Such self-imposed isolation would provide fewer opportunities to develop
social skills, leading to more failure, more negative self-assessments, and
more social withdrawal.
Assessing Competence
These results suggested that lonely people do regard themselves as less competent in social situations; they are more apt than non lonely people to attribute interpersonal failures to their lack of ability. But the question ~iIl
remains as to whether their attributions are valid. Are they in fact intupersonally "less able"? We wanted to compare lonely and nonlonely people
on a simple test of interpersonal competence. However, many interpersonal
tasks might arouse anxiety in lonely people, and a performance decrement
could arise, not from lack of competence, but from the interfering effects
of anxiety. Therefore, we searched for a test of competence that was relatively impersonal and nonthreatening, a task that the subject could approach
in a relatively leisurely and nondefensive way, one that would test the Ii.,...'.:s
of the subject's competence rather than assess the net performance ob"... d
under anxiety and interpersonal stress.
The task we selected was adapted from one developed by Platt and Spivaik
(1975). This task required the subject to consider hypothetical situatics
that posed different kinds of problems and to generate possible solutions.
The subject was free to think about each situation and, in a leisurely way.
to write a possible solution. The task was scored for the number and qnality
of methods, or "means," that the subject generated. Each situation was a:scribed in impersonal terms about some fictitious character, in order to
ther divert the subjects' attention from themselves and possibly reduce stres.
The task was therefore benign in that the subjects (a) were under no time
pressure, (b) focused, their attention on a fictitious character, and (c) were
not required to enact the behavior itself.
The subjects were presented with a set of 11 s;tuations. Each situation
described the problem and a successful outcome in v"i~ichsome fictitious
person successfully fulfilled his or her needs. The subjects were ,asked ,to
supply the means by which the successful end was achieved, telling how the
person managed to solve the problem. Here is one example:

_.
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C. had just mo'\'cd in that day and didn't know anyonc. C. wanlN to havc
friends in the nei~hhorhood. The story end~ with C. having many go..:)d friends
and feeling at hon~.e in the neighborhood, You begin the story with C. in his (her)
room immediately after arriving in the neighborhood.

Most of the sit\l..:.ttions were interpersonal and involved different themes,
particularly ones:oncemed
with socializing-making
friends in a n~w neighborhood, getting ;0 know a new roommatc, meeting new people at a party,
meeting someone of the opposite sex, participating in a neighborh(.")()dmeeting. One situatior. hlwiL'ver, was different from the others in that it was not
interpersonal; it .;:'oncaned a person who lost and later recovered a watch.
A separate grouj."' of ,judges read the situ3lic)ns and rated them alor.g \'arious
dimensions-how
intcrpcrsonul they seen:-:d, what skills they cared forand the judges' [.:.ttings corroborated OUf judgment that this situ;.;;tion was
different from th,~ others. Lonely peopl.: were expected to perfcrm more
poorly on the iD:crpersonal situations th..:.t called for skills at s,-'\Cializing,
but not on this cc.ntrol item.
The eCL:\. L:->ndiness Scale was administered to a large class in introductory psy.:holc-;y at the beginning of :he term. Subjects were selected
from this pool to :-ja\c high, medium, or Ic'x scores of loneliness, cc:-responding to the top, Iruddle, and bottom fifth cf the distribution. There Were 39
subjects in all-15
non lonely subjects (7 males. 8 females) who h.:d scores
below 30: IU mec:um subjects (7 males, 3 females) who had scor.:~ between
40 and 55; and J4 londy subjects (9 mJ.les, 5 females) who h3d scores
above 55, The su~jects were contacted by :clephone several weeks :ifta they
completed the Lc,:-,diness Scale, and they \, r.:.oetested in groups of f,-,ur. Each
situation was pres-c'ntcd at the top of a sep.::.rate page, and the subje:.:ts wrote
their respons.-:s or.. that page. Situations for male subjects were wrir:cn about
a male person, tho:)sefor female subjects, ;:;bout a female person. The entire
procedure took a~out half an hour.
Three naive jL,dgcs rated each res pons.:: independently and blindly. To
check that the th:ee groups of subjects were comparable in verbal productivity, the judges nrst counted the total n,"mber of words in each response.
The three groups ,of subjects did not differ; F (2, 36) < 1. The judges also
examined other cbaracterist,ics of the subjects' verbal style, such as the frequency with whi..::h poshive and negative affect were expressed and the
frequency with \\bich personal names were used. The three groups of subjects did not diffe:r significantly in any of these respects.
Then the judges cou~ted the number of methods (or "means") that the'
subjects generated as a w<\yof solving the problem. The scoring procedures
of Platt and Spivald (1975) were ad<Jpted in order to identify and score the
number of methoes that the subjects generated. Corresponding scores of the
three judges were then averaged to yield a single, stable index of e.ach subject's performance..
First we examiDed the subjects' perform:ll1c<: on the control item (methods
of recovering a 101£;1
watch). The three groups did not differ significantly on
,
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this task in any way. For the total number of methods produced, F (2, 36)

= 7,7,

[J > 3.3. This F was smaller

than the corresponding

F for any other

item,
Having established the comparability of the groups on the control item,
we then examined the number of methods produced. In each of these situations, the lonely subject produced fewer methods for solving the problem,
The three groups differed significantly; F (2, 36) = 4.28, p < 2.2. The
mean number of methods per item were 2,17,2.95, and 2.74, respectively,
for lonely, medium. and nonlonely subjects.
In addition, the judges rated the overall quality of each response as a way
of sol\'ing the problem, These global ratings ranged from 1 ("poor") to 5
("excellent"), and the three groups differed significantly in this respect as
well; F (2, 36)
4.85, p < 1.1. The mean ratings for the three groups
were: 1.73, 2.24, and 2.07. Thus lonely subjects produced fewer methods
of solving the problems, and their responses in general were judged to !be
of poorer overall quality. Subjects of the lonely group also used more fanus:;
in their responses. F (2, 36)
3.52, [J < 5,5, and they more often fa:ifcd
to generate any method at all, F (2, 36) = 3.32, p < 5.5.
To summarize, these results show that lonely people arc less able to think
of ways of solving the problems posed by interpersonal situations, E~en
though they were comparable to the other subjects in their performance 011
the control (impersonal) situation, they were less able to generate wave 0;'
solving the interpersonal prohlems, In this sense, Jonely people do "rP~~,r
to be interpersonally less competent, thus validating their own self-descri~t;()Jl
and attributional style.

=

=

COM,\fENT
This chapter has described our progress in studying the prototype of a fom:!)'
person. At times our work has focused on specific prototypic featurtf&;as a
way of clarifying the lonely person's struggle. The prototypic thoo.§itt "I
don't know how 10 make friends," for example, has led us to study the iI:o'ltly
person's attributional style and to test for possible bchavorial deficits.
However, the prototype of a lonely person is more than a list of jndi~..i:h¥11
features. It is an organized list, and we have tried to portray this orr;anin-tion through a clustering procedure. Because of the organization, the 00IIcepit
of "a lonely person" is analogous to a gestalt: When a description d: tht
person cites enough prototypic features, the prototype is activated; and,:>nc.e
activated, the prototype suggests other features that were not indw!kd in
the original description. Thus a person who is labeled "a lonely persou"d1en
seems to be characterized by other prototypic features such ;.as "intf~tive" and "introverted."
The similarity between two concepts can also be expressed in tenu of
prototypic features. To determine whe1her "a lonely person" is concept1iiilly
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similar, for example, to "a passive person," we would need to compare the
two prototypes and determine their number of overlapping features. If they
have few features in common (as we have hypothesized), then the concepts
would be different.
Perhaps the most important aspect of .a prototype is the variability that
it implies among the features that characterize different people's concepts.
OUf prototype of a lonely person contained 18 featUres, but there was no.
one feature that occurred in all (or even most) essays describing lonely
people. Indeed the probability of the single most common feature was only
5.5. Furthermore, the majority of prototypic features appeared in less than
half the essays. For these reasons we cannot make specific predictions about
individual cases; we can only make probabilistic statements about lonely
people in generaL The prototype docs pro\.ide us with educated hunches and
kaJs towards describing those individuals who call themselves lonely, but
each person's unique meaning still needs to be determined through systematic
questioning.
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